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Ukrainian soldiers take part interactive shooting training in Lviv (21)
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LVIV, UKRAINE - FEBRUARY 16: Ukrainian soldiers take part shooting training at the interactive shooting range (fire training simulator) in Lviv, Ukraine on February 16, 2023. This shooting range for the National Guard of Ukraine was purchased by the Lviv City Council. It will help prepare the military for training on the training ground with real weapons and save ammunition for weapons. Pavlo Palamarchuk / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LVIV, UKRAINE - FEBRUARY 16: Ukrainian soldiers take part shooting training at the interactive shooting range (fire training simulator) in Lviv, Ukraine on February 16, 2023. This shooting range for the National Guard of Ukraine was purchased by the Lviv City Council. It will help prepare the military for training on the training ground with real weapons and save ammunition for weapons. Pavlo Palamarchuk / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LVIV, UKRAINE - FEBRUARY 16: Lviv Mayor Andriy Sadovy (C) attends the presentation of an interactive shooting range (fire training simulator) as Ukrainian soldiers take part shooting training in Lviv, Ukraine on February 16, 2023. This shooting range for the National Guard of Ukraine was purchased by the Lviv City Council. It will help prepare the military for training on the training ground with real weapons and save ammunition for weapons. Pavlo Palamarchuk / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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